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if you keep fighting the demons you will eventually learn to hit them with the offensive items such as blessed roach, and whack em with the blade of flame. instead of picking up blood to fill your soul meter, summon it using a creeper, then stab the creeper. this would make almost every boss fight easier. if you want to get a better weapon for the
mythic bow, go to the anor londo boss fight. fight him, and keep going right until you find an enemy with a creeper summoned. the sword of estard is there. you will not be able to fight the boss without this, so make sure you have the attack strength and unbound items to properly defeat him. use the key of souls to get a brand new sword called
spellbreaker, which is a great sword with a faster attack, quicker to get in range of, and better range than the mythic bow. the mythic bow drops from the giant spider in the top of the hill at the end of the first game, but if you wanted an offensive weapon, since you're already at anor londo, go down the stairs and wait for the first big enemy that

spawns in the second area, and do a ranged attack on him to get the mythic bow. if you find the sadistic ring, you get free souls for hitting enemies. go to the undead burg and talk to the npc that is standing near the stairs that lead to the first floor of lordran. go up to the giant dog and do a normal attack on it. if you can feel the damage coming in
from the ring, you can obtain free souls. get two potions of antitoxin, all 4 invs, resitant oak club, and crackled chain. go to the wretch's mansion (dungeon that starts in erelhei de roxanne) and put all of these items in the appropriate chests. go back to the secret room and take the best looking potions, invs and the oak club. now put these items in

the 2 chests that contain the flower, and the 2 chests below that. then go into the room under the corridor where the witch cat is, and you will die. repeat this process three times, get well over 200 souls each time. there is also a chest that can contain invs and a flower.
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